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UW-Madison’s Administrative Improvement Award is designed to acknowledge the dedicated, but often unnoticed, work of those striving to improve administrative processes and service delivery on campus. The efforts of all nominees for the award have had a positive impact on the UW-Madison campus and have moved the University’s mission forward.

The following is a list of all individual and team nominees for the 2017 award.

**Individual nominees**

- Ann Swenson, Nelson Institute for Environmental Studies (award recipient)
- Julie Ganser, Department of Art
- Grace Jensen, Endocrinology and Reproductive Physiology Program
- Susan Speth, International Academic Programs
- Lance Potter, Russell Laboratories/College of Agricultural & Life Sciences
- Joel Gruley, Department of Geography
- John Lease, Secretary of the University Staff
- Sarah Kervin, Wisconsin School of Business

**Team nominees**

- College of Letters & Science Academic Information Management Team (award recipient): Mike Pflieger, Nicole Wiessinger, Amy Kuether, Randall Wentz.
- Office of Human Resources eBenefits Implementation Team (award recipient): Diane Blaskowski, Jennifer Wissmiller, Karly Walker, Meghan McKenna, Joan Braley, Barb Walters, Deanna DeSlover, Sharon Christian-Gunderson, Debra Brunette, Thomasin Propson, Katelyn Howen, Lauren Lindley, Danielle Peterson, Chris Calkins, Susan Adams, Pat Cady, Mary Moore, Carla Raatz.
Siewert, Cori Splain, Phia Vang, Karla Weber, Alex White, Amy Whitford, John Whitt and Maggie Zabinski.

- Wisconsin State Herbarium Staff: Ken Cameron, Mark Wetter, Mary Ann Feist, Ted Cochrane, Tom Nash, Corinna Gries, Merel Black, Robert Anglin, Julianne Smith, Aaron Goldberg, Sharon West.
- Partners in Giving Campaign Website Redesign Team: Jamie Gutkowski, Jess Jones, Adam Hills-Meyer.
- School of Veterinary Medicine Enhancing Productivity of UW Veterinary Care Team: Ruthann Chun, Mark Oglesbay, Ed Rodriguez.
- Genetics Graduate Program Reporting Upgrade Team: Martha Reck, Amanda Hulfachor, Isaac Knofflick, Audrey Gasch.
- Biochemistry Employee Summary Tool Team: Cathy Michael, Sarah Lynn Traver Saunders, Kallee Schneider, Veronica Pierce, Jennifer Marino.
- Bascom Hall Intranet Team: Lisa Walters, Liz Hammen.
- Credit Card Implementation Team: Laura Rader, Tip Vandall, John Carien, Chris Savard, Denise Berge, Joan Easley, Bobby Hart, David Marty, Edward Stevens, Somrudee Winichakul.
- Ophthalmology Quality Improvement Culture Team: Gregg Heatley, Corinne Ball, Neal Barney, Teri Kuntzsch, Gary Lukes, Cheryl Nagel, Mary Sue Reilly, Julianna Spranger, Paul Zellmer.
- Wisconsin Union Plant-based Meals That Badgers Crave Team: Carol Korz, Thomas Bryan, Dorice Hughes, Jim Long, Cathy Middlecamp, Monica Thisis.